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DIAMOND PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICE PRICE STRUCTURE
Stone Size
in Carat

B2C Trade 360°
View only
Rate/Stone

B2B Trade 360°
View only
Rate/Stone

Rate/Stone
*Under Scheme

Rate/Stone
*Under Scheme

0.18 - 0.49

₹ 300.00

₹ 300.00

₹ 250.00

₹ 350.00

₹ 600.00

₹ 450.00

0.50 - 0.99

₹ 400.00

₹ 400.00

₹ 250.00

₹ 350.00

₹ 800.00

₹ 450.00

1.00 - 1.99

₹ 400.00

₹ 400.00

₹ 250.00

₹ 350.00

₹ 800.00

₹ 450.00

2.00 - 4.99

₹ 400.00

₹ 400.00

₹ 250.00

₹ 350.00

₹ 800.00

₹ 450.00

5.00 +

₹ 700.00

₹ 700.00

₹ 250.00

₹ 350.00

₹ 1400.00

₹ 450.00

*Scheme

1

2

B2B Trade 360°
View + DOPIS
Rate/Stone

3

Rate/Stone

*Under Scheme

is as follows:

1. The above rates exclude 18% GST.
2. Advance payment of 1Rs. 17,700/- (GST Inclusive) or 2Rs. 12,390/- (GST Inclusive) for three months which gives 60 stones & 3 Rs. 31,860/- (GST In
clusive) for 6 months which gives 30 stones will be chaargeable. (Any shape/ size/ Color)
3. A er comple on of 1&360 stones within three months or 2 30 stones within 6 months, each stone will be chargeable of 1 Rs. 250/-+ Tax or 2 Rs.350/+
Tax or 3 Rs. 450/-+ Tax during the membership period.
4. To have the price advantage, renew the membership before the expiry date.
5. Diamond data & cer ﬁcate will be available in the customer’s account, which can be done through their Vision360 account.
6. Tech support includes diamond data hos ng for one year on Vision360 service.
7. “Deliver and Pickup” policy is followed. So, goods delivered on a day should be collected on the same day from our BDB Mumbai Service Centre (No
goods will be night hold).
8. The weblink that connects to the virtual view of the diamond is valid for 365 days. A er 365 days Rs. 70+GST will be chargeable. (Note: Your data will
be maintained in our server for two years (730 days). A er two years, all the data will be removed, which means, the diamonds will have to be
rescanned).
9. Express scanning rate will be double the actual charge. The same will be applicable for scheme holders.
10. You should drop by the oﬃce at the scheduled me. If you fail to reach the scheduled me by 15-20 minutes, you will have to reschedule the me or
take a new appointment.
11. For a detailed photography service agreement (click here)
12. For safety and security, it is the customer’s responsibility to update KYC and the transporters details when your employee leaves or joins the company.
Note:- * If the number of stone consumed before the expiry date, the same scheme rate will be applicable for the remaining days of scanning quan ty.
* Once the date is expired, the remaining number of stones will be nulliﬁed for scanning and the balance stone will be too expired.
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